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CC@World Study Tour 2013/14 
Reflection Report 

 
Student Name: LEE Kit Lam, Lorraine 
Tour Destination: Vancouver, Canada (with Internship) 

Tour Period: 25 June – 24 August, 2014 

Reflection:  

 

During the two months study tour and internship in the University of British Columbia, I gained far much more 
than I have expected. 

 

In the first month of the study tour, I attended intensive English classes and internship workshops. By participating 
in several contact assignments, field trips, guest lectures, board exhibition, I learnt much more about the cultural 
differences from around the world and explored the working cultures in North America in a very great depth. All 
the hard and soft skills that I learnt will definitely better equip myself to be ready for my future study and career 
path. 

 

In the second month of the internship, I worked in a market research company – IE market research corporation. 
During the internship, I was eye-opened to many North America Business cultures. For example, it is very 
common for the client to reach the phone call center first whenever they have some problem, so that the employee 
should be always well-prepared to deal with the enquiries very promptly. Besides, in North America, they used to 
use letter size document instead of A4 size. Also, the hierarchy in work is not as rigid as in Asia countries, for 
example, my boss always ask me and my colleagues for opinions in making decision. We, employees do feel 
important and respected. Sometimes, my boss will even make us coffee. All these may sound very minor, but for 
me, I did feel the differences and I appreciate this kind of working style. 

 

All in all, I think during the two months in Vancouver, not only my English proficiency has been improved a lot, 
but also broaden my horizon to a great extent, that I am not limited my scope into only Hong Kong or China, but 
the whole world. 

 

I do want to thank UBC and our teacher Esther g for organizing this meaningful course to student. It is not like a 
credit bearing exchange program but I like it is much more worth than an exchange program because we can have 
a chance to have internship in overseas! It is a very precious and valuable experience for student to upgrade 
themselves and to be prepared to enter the workplace.  

 

I strongly recommend cc students to join this program because it worth to go to the other half of globe to 
experience. And be curious, be open-minded to learn, I am sure you will gain much more than you can imagine as 
well! 

 

 

 

 

 

hunghoman
刪劃線
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Photo 1: 
Our internship workshop class, we took photo with our instructor, Stefanie Grey. She is very caring and thoughtful 
to students. 
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Photo 2: 
We went outdoor movie-going at night in Stanley park. Many people bring along with their blanket and pillow to 
come and this inspired us a lot--- This is the way to truly enjoy watching a movie! 
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Photo 3: 
In Hong Kong, we never had the experience to have lunch on a grass field. But in Vancouver, we can easily find a 
nice grass field, and just bring some food, chit-chatting with friends and enjoy the warm sunshine with the comfy 
summer breeze.  
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Photo 4: 
On Canada’s Day, I went to watch fireworks with newly met Korean friends and we shared joys together, we 
made our temporary tattoos for celebrating Canada’s big day. It was fun and unforgettable.  
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Photo 5: 
Photo taken in Steveston. Steveston is one of my favorite place in Vancouver, I like the sea view and like their 
Fish&chips and of course their Yogurt Ice Cream. But besides that, the history of Steveston is also worth 
knowing. 
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Photo 6: 
Our first classmates’ activity was to go Richmond night market! Most of them are Koreans, so that during the 
night, we exchanged a lot of viewpoints on culture differences between Hong Kong and Korea. It was very 
interesting to know. 
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Photo 7: 
One of the reasons why I am so into Vancouver is because this city emphasize festivals and multi-cultures a lot. 
When in weekend downtown, there will be some local handicrafts stalls or themed carnival or festival. I appreciate 
it a lot because the government did help the individual to sustain by providing a platform for them to sale. 
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Photo 8: 
This is Chives, a kind of common home grow herbs in Vancouver. During the morning class, our teacher brought 
some her own planted herbs to introduce to us. I feel very surprised and really gained knowledge of the common 
issues of a Vancouverites.  
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Photo 9: 
In Lynn Canyon, we hiked for 2 hours and visited the suspension bridge. Exploring North Vancouver is like 
exploring the other side of this city. When you are in downtown, you can feel the vibrant and dynamic side of 
Vancouver; but when you come to North Vancouver ,you can feel what is the meaning of ‘back to the nature’. 
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Photo 10: 
Last but not least, the good people around me in these two months! To me, they are not classmates and teacher 
anymore, they are indeed my good friends! Though we are from different cultural backgrounds, for example, from 
Brazil, from Korea, from Germany, we share our happiness, sadness and help with each other during tough time 
together. I will definitely cherish the friendships. 
 

 




